
 

mars bar landing film crew ? 

a) Abc ? Nbc ? foxbc ? Sbc space broadcasting camera team ? 

b) The 3rd man with a handycam  

c) The sister ghost ship 

d) Stanley Kubrick  

e) All of the above  

http://sites.google.com/site/marsdeception/ 

  

"I firmly believe that the American and Russian space program secrets are twofold, one is 
that the Earth is definitely stationary and the other is . . . space travel is bogus and is 
impossible beyond the Van Allen radiation belts . . . nothing of human origin has passed 
that gate, so the prince of all lies is forced to create an entire imaginary universe and solar 
system based solely on images from land-based astronomical observatories!  

After all, we must accept that the "prince of the power of the air" has dominion here for a small 
time?  

Therefore I bow to every image coming from NASA as being "suspect" in its truthfulness." ... " 

Lots of people think Area 51 was created for the development of the U-2 [military spy plane] and 
stuff like the SR-71 [sometimes called the "Blackbird"], but it was really created to produce a fake 
universe and world for the USGS [United States Geological Survey] and mapping facilities all over 
the world." ......   

  

"Every image it's ( the Hubble Space Telescope ) sent back has been nothing but rubbish, faked 
and spouting the futile doctrine of a universe in chaos ... which we know not to be the case!" 
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http://sites.google.com/site/marsdeception/
http://sites.google.com/site/marsdeception/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_Allen_radiation_belt
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"To make interstellar travel believable NASA was created. The Apollo Space Program foisted the idea 
that man could travel to, and walk upon, the moon.  

Every Apollo mission was carefully rehearsed and then filmed in large sound stages at the Atomic 
Energy Commissions Top Secret test site in the Nevada Desert and in a secured and guarded sound 
stage at the Walt Disney Studios within which was a huge scale mock-up of the moon. 

No man has ever ascended higher than 300 miles, if that high, above the Earth's surface. No man has 
ever orbited, landed on, or walked upon the moon ... 

The tremendous radiation encountered in the Van Allen Belt, solar radiation, cosmic radiation, 
temperature control, and many other problems connected with space travel prevent living organisms 
leaving our atmosphere with our known level of technology. 

 Any intelligent high school student with a basic physics book can prove NASA faked the Apollo moon 
landings. If you doubt this please explain how the astronauts walked upon the moons surface enclosed 
in a space suit in full sunlight absorbing a minimum of 265 degrees of heat surrounded by a vacuum. 
NASA tells us the moon has no atmosphere and that the astronauts were surrounded by the vacuum of 
space."     more HERE  

The groundwork is being laid . . . by NASA/Barry Goldstein et al and by Hollywood/Steven Spielberg et 
al and by Zionist PSY-OP agencies of "crop circle" builders and UFO Shysters like Steven Greer  . . 
. for a future Orson Welles 1938-type "War of the Worlds" FAKED/STAGED alien attack and/or 
FAKED/STAGED messiah advent-coming......to rule the world ( special note: space aliens or ETs are 
fictional characters only and do NOT exist except in some people's imaginations ). 

Quote: "...... do everything you can to bring Mossiach ( The Jewish Messiah )!" 

Rebbe Manachem Mendel Schneerson - the seventh and last spiritual leader of the 

Chabad-Lubavitch movement ... some Chabad Hasidim believe that he will return as the Messiah. 

"The first and most primary problem for a Christian in the 'alien messages', is that the 'Extraterrestrials' 
have carefully but certainly usurped the role of God. They appear as transcendent beings that are 
superior to man. They know what we don't know, see what we don't see, and can solve what we can't 
solve.  

Second, they usurp the role of God as Creator. God is not our Father, the 'Extraterrestrials' are.  

Third, if they are our creators, then we must owe something to them. How about our souls, our hearts, 
and our allegiance?  

Fourth, when the 'alien messages' are all put together, we find that their combined effect is the creation 
of a new religion. Themes of transcendence, supernatural entities, spiritual evolution, and our 'seeded' 
origins all combine to form a new, religious outlook on life."  

Patty Tunnicliffe                                                   

Question: Why is it ( the stationary Earth truth ) important?  

  

Answer: A stationary Earth = automatically means that stars orbit Earth once each Sidereal Day ( 23hrs 
56min 4sec ) 

 = no 14 billion light year radius of universe 

 = no 14 billion year age of universe 

http://sites.google.com/site/earthdeception/apollo
http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/launch/Goldstein-bio.html
http://www.disclosureproject.org/
http://www.propagandamatrix.com/counterfeit_foe.html
http://www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2008/04/images/20080415_p041508jb-0245-513h.jpg
http://www.ses.edu/Portals/0/journal/articles/2.1Tunnicliffe.pdf
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 = destroys time needed for EVOLUTION MYTH 

 = entire world's "knowledge" based on "science falsely so called" is exposed as a colossal DECEPTION 

 = restores Bible credibility 

 = widespread efforts to follow Bible's rules including belief in afterlife with system of magnified rewards 
and punishments 

 = existing "crime" ( sin ) rate collapses. WAKE-UP ICR ( Institute for Creation Research ) and AiG ( 
Answers in Genesis )!!!  More HERE. 

  

If the Earth were going around the Sun, then the speed of the satellite would have to adjust 
due to the different gravitational pull of the Earth. When the satellite is behind the Earth it 
would have to "chase" the Earth.  When in front of Earth, the Earth would chase the satellite. 
Since the Earth is supposedly going around the Sun with the speed of 107,534 km/hr, the 
speed of the satellite would have to DRASTICALLY change to account for the change of the 
gravity pull. 
  
If the universe revolves around the Earth, Earth's gravitational pull on the satellite would be the 
same regardless of its position on the orbit. Furthermore, the Sun and Moon's gravities acting 
on Earth would balance. The Sun is bigger but farther. The Moon is smaller but closer.  

1.  The Earth doesn't have centrifugal force. Gravity is the same all over the Earth because the 
Earth doesn't move. If it did, the centrifugal force would make objects weigh TWICE less on 
Equator than for example in Vancouver, Canada. 

2. Doing the same experiment with a SOUND WAVE fortunately can check this. Doppler's effect 
would apply. 

3.  Michelson-Morley experiment doesn't indicate that the light travels with the same speed 
independent of Earth's motion. It indicates that the Earth is stationary. 

4. Microwave radiation is 2.7 all over the Earth because the Earth doesn't move. 

5. Weight of objects would be affected depending on which side of the Earth they would be.  
The "density distribution" theory wouldn't help, because it would have to change non-stop as 
the Earth rotates. If the weight of objects is not changing with the location on Earth, then the 
centrifugal force couldn't possibly make the Earth bulge at the equator. That proves Newton 
wrong. 

6.  The Earth doesn't have its "density" distributed so exactly as to ideally match the centrifugal 
force. Such argument is self-serving, arbitrary and logically invalid because there is no evidence 
to measure it and therefore to support it. 
    ( Note Earth's "density" for which there is no evidence other than that it "has to be this way" 
). 

7. The shapes of "constellations" don't change over thousands of years. 

8. Earth is the only planet with millions of life forms. The Bible mentions only life on Earth. 

9. Only humans are capable of having a "point of view", therefore it's OUR point of view that 
matters as CENTRAL. 

10.  Copernicus didn't provide evidence to support his theory. 

http://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=1%20Timothy%206:20%20;&version=9;
http://www.antipas.org/books/soul/soul_3.html
http://www.icr.org/
http://www.answersingenesis.org/
http://www.fixedearth.com/creationists%20door%20open.htm
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11.  Contrary to Copernicus, it's not mathematically possible to "calculate" if the Earth is 
revolving around the Sun. 

12.  Newton's thought experiment with a bucket of water, indicates that the Earth is not 
revolving. ( The water should sway if the Earth was revolving ). That's a classic example of lack 
of centrifugal force of supposedly rotating Earth. 
Now we know that the Earth is not flattened on the top and bottom. If that was true, objects 
would weigh differently. 

13.  On time-delayed pictures of stars, the Polaris star almost doesn't move. The only way it 
can work is if both the Earth and Polaris don't move. The Earth is therefore the centre of 
the universe and Polaris is its end. 

14.  The circular movement of stars on time-delayed pictures cannot be created by Earth's 
rotation. If the Earth revolved the paths of stars would be horizontal not circular. 

15. Satellites go around the Earth because the space around revolves, thus acting on 
satellites. You can even put a can of Coca Cola and make it a satellite. 

16. The constellations don't change, year after year. 

17. Heavenly bodies don't collapse together, because their attraction is perfectly balanced by 
equal centrifugal force resulting from revolving around the Earth. 

18. The universe is found to expand AWAY from the Earth with EQUAL speed, that means 
that the Universe STARTED from the Earth. 

19. God started to create the Universe from the Earth, why would a Perfect Being put it 
later somewhere else? Wouldn't he put it where it was supposed to be right away? He is perfect 
so why would He NOT start from the CENTER, as the center is perfectly balanced and therefore 
requires less effort to start there. By the way, did I mention that the Bible says that God 
created the sphere of the Earth and hang it on nothing? That was when no human could 
imagine the Earth hanging on nothing. 

The Bible also says that the Earth is MOTIONLESS. Since rotation is "motion" and there is no 
motion, hence the Earth doesn't rotate. 

 
The Earth's horizontal rotation would create horizontal paths of stars. ( Pic.4 ) 
However, what we see is this. ( Pic.5 ) 

 
Polaris Effect:  On several time-delayed pictures there are shown circulating stars. Supposedly, 
because of the Earth's movement around its own axis. However, their circulation is in the wrong 
direction… 

 If the Earth is moving around, then the stars should "move" horizontally, with slight bent 
upwards on northern hemisphere and a slight bent downwards on southern hemisphere. That's 
because the Earth is a sphere. The stars should appear to move in the opposite direction to 
Earth's movement. 

 In fact, the stars are moving in a circle, around the star Polaris. Hence, "Polaris Effect". The 
stars on the outside of Polaris move faster.  It is because the distance they travelled is bigger. 
They also move in unison, which proves that they are somehow connected. 

 To make it even more puzzling, the time interval of the film exposure does not match the part 
of the circle that the star would travel in that part of day. I mean if the time exposure is 4 
hours, then if 24 hours is full circle then 4 hours should be one sixth of the full circle. However, 
it's only about 1/12. The direction of stars' rotation seems to be the same as Earth's… If Earth 



is turning from left to right, then the stars should appear to turn from right to left!  If the stars 
move from left to right, then Earth may be stationary. The Polaris star is always stationary. The 
only way a point can remain stationary, is when both the observer and the point are stationary, 
or both move in unison. Since the other stars move in unison relative to the Earth, then both 
Polaris and Earth must be motionless! 

 

Broke US each have to pay $1 each so a half dozen don’t get bottled 
water delivery on routine ..now they drink from the latrine machine… 

 
(notice how flat the horizon is and no stars ! whats up ? AND WHO TOOK THE PHOTO??) 
$250,000,000 pee price  

I reckon they should drink it straight at this crazy price !!! 

 
Without Prejudice 
All Rights Reserved 

Shuttle blasts off, astronauts to drink purified urine 
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abconline 
Posted 1 hour 39 minutes ago  

As NASA prepares to double the number of astronauts living aboard the International Space Station, nothing may do more 
for crew bonding than a machine being launched aboard the space shuttle Endeavour on Friday. 

The water recycling device will process the crew's urine for communal consumption. 

"We did blind taste tests of the water," said NASA's Bob Bagdigian, the system's lead engineer. 

"Nobody had any strong objections. Other than a faint taste of iodine, it is just as refreshing as any other kind of water." 

"I've got some in my fridge," he added. "It tastes fine to me." 

Delivery of the $250 million recycling gear is among the primary goals of NASA's 124th shuttle mission, which launched 
today from the Kennedy Space Centre in Florida. 

- Reuters 
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